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ON THE PRINCIPAL SERIES OF Gl   OVER p-ADIC FIELDS
rz r
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ROGER E.HOWE

ABSTRACT.   The entire principal series of G = Gl (F), for a p-adic field

F, is analyzed after the manner of the analysis of Bruhat and Satake for the

spherical principal series.   If K is the group of integral matrices in  Gl (F),

then a "principal series" of representations of K is defined.   It is shown that

precisely one of these occurs, and only once, in a given principal series repre-

sentation of G.   Further, the spherical function algebras attached to these

representations of K are all shown to be abelian, and their explicit spectral

decomposition is accomplished using the principal series of G.    Computation

of the Plancherel measure is reduced to MacDonald's  computation for the

spherical principal series, as is computation of the spherical functions them-

selves.

Here we seek to illustrate, in the simplest case, the principal series of Gl ,

some facts which should be general features of harmonic analysis on semisimple

p-adic groups; that is, they should hold to a large extent both for other series of

representations of Gl , and for other semisimple groups.   The main point I wish

to clarify is the relation between harmonic analysis on Gl    itself and on certain

compact subgroups.

We will begin with a review of the construction and basic facts of irreduci-

bility and equivalence of the principal series.   Then we will define the principal

series for the standard maximal compact subgroup, and show the relation between

the two by the study of the associated algebras of spherical functions.

We will need notation.   Let F be a p-adic field, R its ring of integers, n a

prime   element.   Let F = R/nR be the residue class field, of order q = pa.

Write G = Gl (F). B is the Borel subgroup of upper triangular matrices, N

the group of unipotent upper triangular matrices, A the diagonal matrices, W the

Weyl group of permutation matrices, P any parabolic subgroup containing B, Np

the unipotent radical of P, Np the opposite group to Np, and Mp the standard

(block diagonal) levi component of P.
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Let G0 = K = Gl (R) be the standard maximal compact subgroup of G.   Write

B0, zV0, A0, etc., for B D X, N n X, A n K, etc.

Let K. = 1 + 77¿Mn(R) for » > 1. Then G = X/Xj = G/n(F). Write B, Ñ, Ä,

etc., for BQ/B0 O Kj, N0/ Nq n Xj, etc. Write B, /V, Ä, etc., for the inverse

image of B, /V, A, etc., in X.   Note N is a maximal pro-/) subgroup of G.

As is well known, we have the decompositions  G = KB, B = A • N, with N

normal in B.   N is also the derived subgroup of B.   Somewhat more precisely, if

D denotes the group of diagonal matrices whose entries are powers of w, then A =

D • AQ, and  G = KDN, and any g £ G may be written g = zezirz, with d £ D and

unique, and zs determined up to right multiplication by n £ NQ.

Let dg, dk, db, da, dn denote left Haar measures on G, X, B, A, and N re-

spectively.   We suppose the total measures of X, A Ql B Q, NQ ate all 1.   Define a

function 8 on D by 8(d) = q2p     , where

2p (aO =  ¿^ 772. - 722.    and    d = diag (77   l)

i>i

Note 8 is multiplicative.   Extend it to a multiplicative function on A by letting

it be 1 on AQ.   Then d(ana~   ) = 8(a)dn, and with the above normalizations db =

dadn and dg = dk8(a)db.   That is, jBf(b)db = fAxNf(an)dadn, and  fGf(g)dg =

¡KxAxNf(kan)8(a) dk da dn.

From the formula, it follows that, on the space of continuous functions on G

such that f(gan) = f(g)8~ (a), the integral fKf(k)dk defines a functional invari-

ant under left translations.

The principal series may be defined as the collection of (unitary) representa-

tions of G induced from linear characters on B.   To be explicit, let i/z be a unitary

character of A.   Define i/f on B by ifj(an) = i//(a).   This yields all linear characters

of B.   Consider the continuous functions f on G such that f(gan) = f(g)ifj(a)8(a)~   .

G acts on the left on this space:  L (f)(h) = f(g~  h).   According to the remark

above the bilinear form (fv /2)= ¡¡(t\(k)f Ak)dk is invariant under the action of

G.   (Note the /. are determined by their restrictions to X.)   Completing in the

norm attached to this inner product, we get a unitary representation  U(if/)—the

principal series representation attached to i/z.   As </f varies over A (the Pontryagin

dual of A) we get the principal series.   (One may also consider iff nonunitary.

Then one gets the "analytically continued principal series", a series of nonuni-

tary representations.   Of these  17(00 and U(ifr~  ) ate contragredient to one another.)

The basic facts on irreducibility and equivalence of the principal series are

summarized by the following theorem.

Theorem A.  ¡f iff is nondegenerate, that is, stabilized by no element of the

Weyl group acting on A, then   U(tf/) is irreducible.   //iAj, ¡fj2   belong to the same
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orbit of the Weyl group, and (70/0, U(if/A) are irreducible, then they are equiva-

lent.   If if/., z/f    are in different orbits   U(tf/.), U(\fi A) are disjoint.

About the proof, see [ll.

Since A = D x A 0, A = D x A Q.   D is a torus, and AQ  is a discrete torsion

group.   Thus the cosets of D, the sets of if/ which restrict to a given fixed iA0 on

AQ, are the connected components of A, and A is the discrete union of them.   Thus

the principal series breaks up naturally into subseries  P. S.(z/>0) = {U(\fi), ^|^    =

i//0l.   We will call  P. S.(i/>Q) the principal series attached to if/Q.

Now we wish also to attach to ¡f/0 a representation of K, and we will refer to

the collection of representations of K so constructed as the principal series for

K.   (Actually, there are several ways to realize these representations.   We want

to define them in such a way as to emphasize the similarity and relation to the

principal series of G.   It is convenient to do this only for certain i/f0; however,

these ^¿Vq do represent every W-orbit in AQ) and so Theorem A shows they are

enough.)

Let S = Rx denote the multiplicative group of units of R.   Define S .C S tot

z > 1 by 5\ = 1 + tt1R.   For cb £ S, define the conductor of cb to be the largest S.

contained in ketcb.   Put  |0|f = ?2 (and|l|^- = 0).   Then d^(cbx, cf>2) = \cbxcb2   |¿" is

a symmetric, invariant ultrametric distance on S.

We have A Q ^ S" in the obvious way, so a character i/fQ of A_  is specified

by an zz-tuple of characters  (cf>l, • • -, cb  ) of S.   The action of the Weyl group in

these coordinates is simply given by permuting the t/j.'s.   Hence, modulo conjuga-

tion by W, we may assume the  cS.'s are arranged in some specified order.   The

order in which we are interested is that of the following lemma.

Lemma 1.  Let X be an ultrametric space, with metric d( , ), and let   Y Ç X

finite subset.   Then the elements of Y may be arranged in an order y,,* ••, y

such that if i < j <  k, then d(y ., y .) < d(y ., y, ) > d(y ., y, ).

Proof. Choose, among the elements of V, two whose mutual distance is maxi-

mum.   Call them a, b.   Define Z^ ={y £ Y, d(a, y) < d(a, b)\ and Z2 = Y - Zl =

{y £ Y, d(a, y) = d(a, b)}.   Then if x . £ Z., d(x{, x2) = d(a, b).   For, if d(xx, x2) <

d(a, b), then d(a, x2) < max(d(a, Xj), d(xlt x2)) < d(a, b), and x2 £ Zv   Since

Z     Z2  are nonempty, we may by induction assume they may be ordered according

to the lemma.   Then juxtaposing the two orderings orders Y in the proper way.

Suppose now the cb. are arranged according to Lemma 1.   Then in particular,

if cbi = <bk, cb. = cbk tot i<j< k.   Put d.. = d£(cb., cb.).   Then d.k = max(d.., djk)

for i < j < k.   Let  | |p be the usual ultrametric absolute value on F.   Consider

the set Y of matrices M = izzz.J such that Izzzl < 1, and  \m..\d ..< 1 for z > /.   Then
Z7 '    i;1 - '    z;'   ii - '

it M, N £ Y, we have  MN = 0, with  o ., = S,   ,m.,n,,.   Obviously   lo ..I < 1  for
ik t- i    zZ    zfe iy —

all z, /'.   Moreover, if  i > j, and  / < j, \m    n \ < 1^.,!""   < |z5?..|~   ; if / < / < », then
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\m..n.\< min(d~.}, d~l) = d~l; if i < /, then  \m .,n, .1 < |w,.| < d~, ! < d~.\.   Hence
"     Ll    ~ »Z Z7 Z7 il    I}'— '    If —       I] —       i]

|o¿ .|a\.< 1  also, and Y is closed under multiplication.   Put H = H ,   = X O Y.   H

is clearly an open subgroup of X, containing BQ.

Now consider the subset Z of Y consisting of matrices M such that 772.. = 0

if i > /' and a\. > 0.   Then M is closed under multiplication also, and M Pi H = P   =

P O X for some parabolic subgroup P of G.   (We note that, in the framework of

B-N pairs, P is the parabolic subgroup associated to the isotropy group in W of

tfr0.   In particular, if if/Q is nondegenerate, i.e., if r/>. 4 <f> ■ for i 4 j, then  P = B.)

Next, let / be the subgroup of H consisting of matrices of the form 1 + N,

where 72.. = 0 unless i > j and d.. > 0.   Clearly PQ O / = {l}, and the decomposi-

tion  H = JP0, that is, every  h £ H may be uniquely written  h = jp, j £ ], p £ Pn,

is a special case of the following lemma, which is proved by a very simple ap-

proximation argument.

Lemma 2. Suppose P 2 H 2 ^n /or ■some open compact subgroup H, and some

P 2 B. Then if J = H O /Vp, "^ ¿ave /7 = /PQ, zW also, since PQ = (Mp)0(/Vp)0,

H = }(Mp)0(Np)Q.   Any permutation of the factors is permissible.

By construction, it is clear that if/0 defines a character on Pn.   I claim that

in fact iff g extends to a character of H, trivial on /.   To show this suppose  P =

P   C P   Ç* " "Ç ^   =Gis the sequence of parabolics defined as follows.   Let

/,,•••, i, be determined by the criteria : ó .  4 <f> ■   it j 4 k, but ó . = ó .     if
i»     » ; .    ' rij   ^ik    ' ^7    rik

i,    . < 7 < z,.   Then P    is the parabolic consisting of elements  M = (722..) with
*¡— 1 te 17

772.. = 0 if i > i , i > j and d ..> 0;   P ~    =gisa maximal parabolic, and we may

assume by induction that ifr0 may be extended to Q O H.   Put H O MQ = Y,

f/ O NQ = Z, and  W n /V¿ = / n ^Q = X.   Then W = XYZ and Y normalizes X and

Z, and   YZ = Q Ci H, and X and Z are abelian.   Extend i//0 to z7 by the formula

if/ Axyz) = tff 0(yz).   We must verify that 0O is still multiplicative.   We have

1/ro(x1y121x2y2z2) = 0o(x1y1x2y71yi^2"1^i^2>'2z2) = ,Ao(yix2'l2:iX2>'2_)-   N°W Ú

x2 -  1 + a, then   x~    =   1 - zz.   Also, let   x,  = 1 + b.   Then   x~1z.x2 =

(1 - a)(l + b)(l + a) = 1 + b + \Jb, a] - aèa.   Put a= - aba,  ß = [b, a],  y = b.

Then x21zlx2= 1 + a+ ß + y =(1 + a(l + ß)_1)(l + ß - a(l + /3)-1y)(l + d + ß)~'yX

the factors being in X, Y, Z respectively.   Call the middle one y .   Then

'ry>'l*2lziX2y2)= ^o(>/l>'3>'2) = ^fPi^éy2)^0^3) = ,A0(xl)' izl)(A0(X2>'22:2)(/f0(>'3)-

Thus we must show if/Q(y A = 1.   Multiplying i/zq by a character of X if necessary,

which will not affect our arguments, allows us to assume ch   = cA.  = 1.   Now

y   = (1 + ß)(l - (1 + ß)~ Ja(l + ß)~ !y), and a brief calculation shows, if

(1 + ß)~ xa(l + /6)~ ly = {a..} then a.. = 0 unless z > i._ v j > »'/_!■   Hence, by

our normalization of f/>n,  "A0(y3) = 0O(1 + j8).   Now ß = ba - ab, and by the same

reasoning as just above </>Q(y,) = i/>0(l + ba).   Write  ¿>a = \cj.\.   Then direct com-

putation shows  |c ..| < d~ ..   From this, it is a simple matter to see that
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i / i
1 + ba = nxdn2, with «j £ NQ, d £ A      n2 £ NQ, and d = diagia^ • • • d ), with

\d. - 1| < d~ ..   Then \f/Q(y,) = if/Q(d).   But from the definition of the d   ,'s, and

since 0   = 1, we finally see if/Ad) = 1.

Let now V(i/r0) be the representation of K induced from i/zQ on H.   We call

the collection of these representations the principal series of K.

Theorem 1.   V(if/0) is irreducible.    For  U(\f/) £ P.S.(ifrQ),   Y(if/Q), the restric-

tion of U(if/) to K, contains   V(\f//) exactly once..   If if/Q  is not in the W-orbit of

ifiQ, then  U(if/  ) restricted to K does not contain  V(if/A.   If  V(ifiQ), V(if/Q) are de-

fined, then they are equivalent if and only if i/f. and if/Q belong to the same W-

orbit.

Proof.   It is easily seen from the definition of U(ifi), that the restriction of

U(if/) to K is just the representation of K induced from if/Q on BQ.   Clearly then

V(i/z0) is a subrepresentation of Y(if/0).   Thus, if we can show the intertwining

number of  Y(ifr ) and V(ifrQ) is one, then  V(if/Q) is a fortiori irreducible, as well

as being contained in  Y(if//) only once.   Similarly, if V(ifr  ) is not contained in

Y(if/'0), V(if/0) must be different from V(if/'0).  Also noting that it is obvious that if if/Q, if/'Q

ate in the same W-orbit, then V(if/0) and V(ifr'0 ) intertwine at least once, we see that to

prove all statements, we need only compute the intertwining number of VO/O and Y(if/Q).

For k £ K, let Ad(k)(H) = kHk~\ and Ad*(k)(ifjQ)(khk~ l) = if/Q(h).   It is well

known that the intertwining number of V(if//) and Y(if/„) is given by the number

of (B 0, H) double cosets  BAH, such that i//Q and Ad k(if//) agree on BQ n kHk~ .

From [3], we know that, if {w .\ ate a set of coset representatives of W modWp,

where  Wp is the isotropy group of if/Q, then K= U- BqW.P.   Hence, if (x.| are

a set of coset representatives for / in N p OKj we certainly have K= U ■ ■ BQw.x H.

Write if/0 = (cbv • ■ ■ , cbn) and if/Q = (cf>v ■■■, cb'n), and define dA^(i}/0, if/ Q) =

maxd^cbp cß.).   Since   Y(if/  ) is, by Theorem A, a function only of the W-orbit

of if/  , we may choose  if/Q in that orbit so that dA  (if/Q, if/^ < dA   (ifiQ, Ad w(if/Q))

tot any w £ W.

Since x. € K,, and  K   C H, where   qu - d,    = maxd.., we see that A„ O
; 1' a —     ' ^ In zj' 0

X e B. O kHk~    tot any & =.u>.x..  Hence, if B^kH is to support an inter-

twining operator ißQ and Ad w(if//) must agree on  A Q n Xfl_ j.   By our choice of

ifrQ, it follows that in particular if/„ and i/r    agree on A. O Kfl_ ,.

Now if 6 is any linear character of K, then clearly, the intertwining number

of V(if/Q) and Y(if/') is the same as that of V(if/Q • 6) and Y(if/0 ■ 6).   Moreover,

^A  ^0' v05 ^A   (*Ao' Acl*tiz(i/rn)) if and only if the same holds for if/Q • 6 and

ty>0 • 0.   Therefore, we may normalize if/Q so that, for example, cf>l = 1, without

loss of generality.   From now on, therefore, we take ^j = 1.

Now let jQ = maxi/: d{ . < dln\.   Then, for / < jQ,  cb. is trivial on  Sa_ {,

because of our normalization, while  <b. is nontrivial on Sa_ ^  tot all /' > jQ.   It
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follows from our previous observations that if BQw.x.H supports an intertwining

operator, then w. cannot interchange </>, and <f>    if I < jQ < m.

Let  Pj be the (maximal) parabolic consisting of elements  M = \m..\ such

that 722 . = 0 if ;' < ;0 < i.   We have seen just above that BQw .x H can support an

intertwining operator only if w. £ Wp .   Now we will show that, unless x. can

also be chosen to be in   P v then  BqWjX.H cannot support an intertwining opera-

tor.   Then the problem will be reduced to two problems of lower rank, and by an

obvious induction, the result is proved.

Write x. = n2nv with 72 j £ P x and rz2 £Np  .   Then x. is determined modulo

/, so it can be taken in  P x  if and only if n2 £ J if and only if n    e X .   If

722 £ Ka, write n2= 1 + T,  T = {/..}.    Put  b = min¿ . ordF(z¿), where ordp is the

usual valuation on F, and choose /, m such that otdc(t,   ) = b, but otd„(t..) > b
r    Im rx  ly

if either i > I, j = m or i = I, j < 772.   Let  E   , = {S.m5.,}  be the (772, /)th matrix

unit.   Note that b < a.   Put z = 1 + na~h- lrE   „ r e R.   Then z £ (N D )..

Now 72j normalizes (Np.)Q.   Therefore we can find z^ £ (Np  )Q such that

72, z , 72 7   = z.   Then x .z , xT1 = 72_, znZ1 = z + rta~      1r([T, E   ,] - TE   , T) =
ill 7    1    j 22 v      '      mz ml     '

z(l + z~ l(na~b~ 1r([T, E   A- TE   ,T))) = za.   From the properties of T listed
ml ml L     x

above, it follows that ais in (B. n X     ,) • X    and that it has diagonal entries
' 0 a— la °

in S      , at the /th and 772th diagonal places.   Since x . normalizes (N. flK      ) • K ,

we can alter z. by some y in this group, so that x.z. yx7   = 8z, where 8 is a

diagonal matrix with entries in S   _ . at the /th and 772th spots and l's elsewhere.

Moreover, by varying r in the definition of z, we may make the /th entry of <5 arbi-

trary in S       .   Thus, in particular, by definition of  P., and since w. = w e W~

we have S      , C kercS   ,   . but S      , (. kerçS   ,,N.   Thus, we may assume that
a-1 —        ^w(m) a- 1 —        "w(z) -1

A^uz-^oXS)^ I-

Again, since w. e W p  , we have  Ad w .x. (z   y) - b € ßQ.   And since 0O
' 1 'il

and i/>0 agree on AQ n Xfl_ j, we have iff<ß>) = Ad w~  (if/Q)(Ad x .(z^y)) =

Ad*i^~ l(if/Q)(8z) 4 1.   On the other hand, we clearly have Ad w^.if/^b) =

ifrAz   y) =  1, since z. and y are each in ker if/Q (for different reasons).   Thus

t/>„ and Ad*i/z„ do not agree on B„fl Ad w .x .Œ) unless w . and x. can be taken
r0 ^0 & 0 Z7 z 1

in  P., and Theorem 1 is proved.

Now let S(i/zn) denote the space of compactly supported functions f on G

such that f(hlgh2)= ifjA[hx)f(g)4/Ah2), lot hv h2 £ H.   cS(i/r0) is an algebra under

convolution, and the function which is if/Q on H and 0 elsewhere is the identity

of S(i/zQ) (if Haar measure is renormalized so H has measure  1).   We refer to

S(i/>0) as the i/>0-spherical function algebra.   Clearly each (H, H) double coset in

G supports at most one element of HyJ0) up to scalar multiples.   We want to de-

termine the (H, H) double cosets which actually do support nonzero elements of

S(-Aq)-
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Let P again be the parabolic subgroup associated to i/zQ.   Let W be the affine

Weyl group, which in our case is the semidirect product  W x    D.   Then, again by

[3], if it^jl are representatives of the  (W_, Wp) double cosets in W, then also G =

. P w .P, the union being disjoint.   Hence, ix! again being a set of representa-

tives for / in NO n K., we see  G = U    ■  , Hx~Aw .x, H.
1 P        1 1,1 ,k      j      1   k

It is clear that, for any d £ D, i/r. and Ad d(if/ A) agree on H Pi dHd~  .   There-

fore all double cosets  HdH support nontrivial elements of v(if/Q).

Lemma 3.  The cosets HdH are precisely the (H, H) double cosets which

support nontrivial elements of d(if/A.

Proof.  This calculation is very similar in spirit and detail to the calculation

of Theorem 1.   First, we note that A    n K     ,   is contained in (x.Hx~ ) O
' Da—1 1      !

w .x.HxT w .   .   Furthermore, conjugation by x ., x,   and the diagonal part of w .

does not change the values of if/Q on AQ D K     ..   Therefore, if  P.   is defined as

before, we must once again have w. £ P .   Now put x. = zz   n  , x, = m   m  , with

n,, m, £ (N',,  )„, and n., m. £ P,.   We see that if we can show if Hx~ w .x   H
1'      1 Pi '0' 2'      2 1 ;        z    k

supports an intertwining operator, then n"¿ w.m. £ ] ,w.} , where  ].= N p   n /,

then we will be done, by the same sort of induction argument as in Theorem 1.

There are essentially two cases.   First, suppose n. = 1.   This covers the

case when, although n. £ 1, n~ w.m^ £ ].w.(Np   O K^).   By symmetry, this also

covers the case when m{ = 1.   Write  m^ = 1 + T, with T = iz\.!.   Let E     =

iS., 8.,\ be the (k, /)th matrix coefficient.   Then zzz1=II..(l+i..E ..) (order is
ik   ¡I ' 1        1,1 _v    ij_

immaterial).   Since m.   is determined only up to an element of (w~ J.w.) • J   = X,

we may and do assume that t.. = 0 unless 1 + t.. E .. i X.   Now choose (k, I) such' i] 11     z; r '

that \tkl\F > \ty\p tot all i, j, and  \tk¡\p > \t..\p it i < k, j = /, or i = k, j > /.   We

have seen in Theorem 1 that we may find z £ H, such that z' = x.zxT   = 1 + tE .,+

rt, ,(E, , - E,,), with  ordF(r) + ordp.(z\ ;) - a - 1.   Moreover, z £ ker i/zn, but

z'£l ker if/0 for appropriate r.   Now we see that if w .z'w.    £ H, then it still does

not belong to ker if/n for appropriate r.   But if w.E,.w~   = sE   ,  ,, then

w .E,, w~   = slk^{    -^> '   E.', 1  since F ¡kEk[= En.   But we have ordp(i, ;) > 1, but

w .(1 + t k¡E kl)w~l i ] v   Hence otdps + otdp(tk¡) < a.   Thus  ordF(s-1r) =

ordF(r) - ordF(s) = a - 1 - ordp(s) - otdp(tk¡) > - 1.   Thus w.z'w~x £ H, and

this case is proved.

Next we assume we cannot take m, to be 1.   Again writing 772 T = 1 + T =

n¿>y (1 + t..Etj\ suppose z7J.(l + tklEkl)w~l £ (Np  )' O Ky   Then n~1w{ml =

nl~  ™im'i> Wnere m[ = (1 - tklEkl)m^ and n[= n^wt(l - tklEkl)w~x.   Thus we

may and do assume that for all t..p 0 appearing in the expansion of m.   as a

product, 5?f.(l + tijE..)w':1 i Ky   This being so, pick (k, V) by the same criteria

as before, and again pick z, so that z' = 1 + rF„ + rt.XE,, - E,,), and
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z £ ker z/fQ, but z    i ker if/0.   Now, by our normalization of m., we have, if

w {E kTw~A = sE   ,  ,, ordF(i..) + ordF(s) < 0.   Thus  oíd F(rs~l) = a - 1 - (otdF(tr)+

otdp(s)) > a — 1.   Therefore w.z'wj   £ Ka   .OH, but w .z'wT1 i ker i/>0 for ap-

propriate r.    Thus we see x~xw .z'w~lx   £ H, and still is not in ker if/Q, since

Ad x. leaves i/>0 invariant on Xfl_j n H.   Lemma 3 is now complete.

We are now prepared to do the harmonic analysis of S(i/>Q).   In this, we follow

the lines of investigation of Bruhat [2] and Satake [5].   We begin by recalling some

of the basic notions about spherical functions.

Anticipating the result that S(</>0) is abelian, we define a i/fg-spherical func-

tion on G to be a function S such that 2(hxgh2) = ^0(Z>j )2(g)if/Q(h 2) lot h. £ H,

and such that, for all / £ è(if/Q), f * 2 = p(f)2, where * denotes convolution, and

p(f) £ C.   Clearly / —» p(f) defines an algebra homomorphism from S(z/>0) to C.

The best way to find spherical functions is via representation theory.   Let U be a

representation of G whose restriction to H contains ifjQ exactly once.   If v is a vector in

the representation space which transforms under H according to i/r., and / is a linear func-

tional such that l(v) = 1 and / vanishes on all other isotopic components of H, then 2(g) =

KU(g)(v)) defines a (/>0-spherical function on G, such that the associated linear functional

p is given by U(f)(v) = pff)(v).

Thus in particular, for any   U(if/) £ P.S.(if/0), we may by Theorem 1 associate

a spherical function 2,.  By Lemma 3, the support of 2 ■ is contained in HDH.

On this set, it may be realized as follows.   There is a unique function a , such

that, for b = an £ B, h £ H, we have o,(han) = if/0(h)if/(a)8(a)~   .   (This formula

clearly determines  o, on HB, while Theorem 1 essentially shows  a,  must vanish

off HB.)   There is a well-known integral formula expressing 2 / in terms of if/.

Recall that the space of  U(if/) is the space of functions f on G such that f(gan) =

f(g)if/(a)^~   (a).   In particular, cr. is in the space.   By abuse of notation, let i//q

be the function whose restriction to H is if/~l, and which is zero off of H.   Then

we see that integration against i/fg    is an appropriate linear functional, and so we

define  2^(g) = ¡^(gh^Wdh.

In view of Lemma 3, in order to know  S , , it suffices to know it on D.   (In

fact, it suffices to know it on one member from each Ad Wp orbit in D.)

Let A(d, H) = A(d) be the number of r/-cosets in HdH, that is, A(r<0 is the

index of H D d~lHd in H.   Let \h.} be a set of representatives for H O d~  Hd

in H so that HdH = Uf Hdh..   Then we see  2 Ad) - A(d)~ '(£ .^(att .)if/-l(h.)).

(I hope this notation will not cause confusion.)   Moreover, we need only sum over

those hi such that dh . £ Hd'N lot d' £ D.   Let  I(d, d', H) = I(d, d') be the num-

ber of h. such that dh. £ Hd'N.

Now we may write Mp — IT Gln.(F), where n. is the rank of the z'th diagonal

block of Mp.   If X(,) = Gln ,(R) = Gl^.(F) n X, then H C\Mp = IT X(¿) = (Mp)Q.

Lemma 4.  We have S.(d, H) = A(d, P), and I(d, d', H) = I(d, d', P) =
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A(af)(IL ¡(d., d'., K(0), where d= IL d., d. £ Gln.(F), is the decomposition of d

according to the factors of Mp, and \(d) = "((Np)Q/(Np)Q O d-l(Np)0d) (" de-

notes cardinality).  Also A(d, P) = \(d)A(d~1)A(d, (Mp)Q) = A(d)A(d-l)(U.A(d., KU))).

Moreover, one may always choose the representatives {h.! of H O d~  Hd

in H so that if/0(h{) = 1, and cr,(dh.) = a,(d') if dh. £ Hd'N.

Proof. Write  BU) = B O K(¿).   Write  C =B C\H.   Then H/C =* "p/B -

II. K{i)/B(i\   Therefore  H = U CwC = (J Cw(U. B(¿)), where w runs through Wp.

Therefore  HdH = U Cw^b^db^^ with mZj, z^2 £ Wp, bv b2 £ II. B(i).   In partic-

ular the (C, C) double cosets in HdH all have representatives in Mp.   Now, as we

U~_~      .... _PwP (disjoint union) where the w run through a set of (Wp, W„)

double coset representatives in W.   Also Mp = (J (Mp)od(Mp)0, where  (Mp)Q =

II. /0   , and i/ runs through a set of representatives for the Ad Wp-orbits in D.

Since W O Alp = Wp • D, we see z/ is also running through a set of (Wp, Wp)

double coset representatives in  W n Mp.   Therefore, since  P O Mp = (Mp)„,

(PdP) HMp =JMp)0d(Mp)0, and since P3// 2.(*lp)0,  ff¿ff H Mp = (Mp)Qd(Mp)Q.

Now if Bp = B n Mp, then (Mp)0d(Mp)0 = (J Bp v Bp, where w 6 WpdWp.   Simi-

larly P¿P = U B tz B.   Hence  (B vB) r> Mp = Bp v Bp.   Therefore, since  B D

C ^ Bp, (CfC)nMp = 5pi; Bp.   Hence (fízzTí) O Mp =' U ((C v C) n Mp).

Since every (C, C) double coset in fifi?// intersects Mp, we conclude HdH =

U C Z7 C.  Since CCB, this union is disjoint.   Now one may compute directly, re-

membering that v £ Wp ■ D, that  "(C/C n vCv~l) = A(B/r5 n vBv~l).   Since also

#(H/C) = n(P/B\ we conclude A(¿, zV) = A(d, P).

Next suppose dh. e Wrf N.   Then dh . = h d n.   Write h ■ = j -m-n-, where

j. £ J, m. £ (Mp)Q and «. e (Np)Q.   Similarly, write h   = j m n .   Then we see

that (m' ~lj'~1dj.d~m')m'~dm. = d'(d' ~  n'd')nn~l.   For this equation to

hold, we must have /'= dj.d'   .   This shows in particular that when such an

equation holds, we may always choose h. £ PQ.   We now see further, that if n =

ab, with a £ Mp, b£ Np, then  (d'a)~  n'(d'a)b - n{, and we are left with the

equation dm. = m d a.   The number of solutions of this equation is clearly

II. I(d., d'., r\   ').   Moreover, at this point we may note that since AQ C (Mp)0,

and d commutes with A., and zzVzz. = m'd'a can have a solution only it d d~    £

SI (F), and since a,  is right invariant by N, and since (Np)0 Ç ker if/n, and since

the restriction of if/„ is a character on  K    , we may assume m., m   eu. SI   (F),

and the last statement of the lemma is verified.

Now I claim that, if izzz! are a set of representatives of (Mp)Q O d~  (Mp)Qd

in (Mp)0, and if {n.\ ate a set of representatives of (Np)Q C\d~  (Np)Qd in (Np)Q,

then a set of representatives for those H cosets in HdH which have representa-

tives in  PQ is exactly the set {n.m,\.   For suppose  Hdx = Hdy, with y £ PQ.

Then dx = hdy.   Write  x = j n.m., y = n2m2 and h = jnm.   Then dj.n.m. =

jnmdn2m7, or  dj.d~  dn.d~  dm. = jn(md)n2(md)~  mdm., and we conclude
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dj^d~    = j, dmx = mdm2, and dn.d~   = nd(mn m~  )d~l.   Thus  /   £ J C\ d]d~l,

mxm~l £ (Mp)0 n d~l(Mp)0d, and finally n j 72272 ~l m~ ! e (N p)Q r\d~1(Np)Qd.   This

establishes the claim.

From this, we see that the total number of solutions to dh. = d n is indeed' _ 7

equal to (II • I(d., d., KAl'))A(d).   Since precisely the same reasoning applies to

P (in fact, P is a special case of H), the second statement of the lemma is proved.

It remains to compare A(d, P) and A(d, (Mp)0).   Here we may apply formulas

developed in [3].   W being a Coxeter group, it has defined on it a length /, derived

from word length of expressions in the canonical generators (see [3]).    The Poin-

care polynomial of W is defined by J (t, W) - 2 a   tm, where  a     is the number of

elements of W of length 772.

Now take d £ D, and write d = II. d., d. £ Gl   ..   Let d. have diagonal ele-

ments  (77  a, • • •, 27   ^), where a = a. = 1 + 2.    . n. and ß = ß . = 2.    . n ..   Then
' ' " z 1 < i     1 i 1 < z     1

in any Ad W p orbit, there is a unique d such that 722  < 722      , < •• • <m „.

Let V be the isotropy group of d under Ad Wp.   Then   A(d, P) =

qfl{d)9(q-\ Wp)?(q-\ V)'1 where p(d)=2.<j \m.-m.\, and A(d, (Mp)Q) =

ov(   'f(q~   ,Wp)J(q~   ,V)-1, where lA/a') = 2asfesz <^3. 722/- 722fe.   Here d is assumed

chosen as above.   It is also easy to convince oneself that A(d) = q       , with

\(d) - 2max(m. — m,, 0), where this summation runs over k, I satisfying k < ß . <

a . < /, for some z, /'.   Now we see easily that p(d) = y(a') + X(d) + X(d~   ), and this

finishes the lemma.

Returning to our formula for the ifr „-spherical function  2 . , we find Lemma 4

allows us to rewrite it as follows.   Put ifi'(d) = ifr(d)8~       (d).   Then

2 ̂ (d) = A (d, HT ' f Z <v to¿¥o ̂ P

A(a", P)"I(Z^(a")/(a', a", P))

AG/r^AGr'WnAW, x(¿))\-1f£'A'W')AW)ín'K-. <• k(¿))

= A(d-')-l(j[A(di, K^r1 zn,A'K:)/K" <• K(i))V

Now, if E . is the set of d'.   such that l(d., d'   K(l') is not zero, and if E is the

set of zi' such that I(d, d',  P) is not zero, it is clear from the analysis in Lemma

4 that E is the direct product of the  E.'s.   Thus, we finally have

(D 2xp(d) = A(d-l)-1UÏA(di. K^-^if/Ad^Kd., d\, K^)j
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Now, if/Q is a character on (Mp)Q.   Let if/0 be any extension of it to a char-

acter of Mp.   Then the map / —» if/Qf is an isomorphism of the convolution alge-

bra (of locally constant functions) of Mp onto itself, and it takes the 1-spherical

(or (Mp)Q-spherical) functions to the i/z0-spherical functions on  Mp.   Moreover,

we observe that the remaining summation in the expression for S is just a ifr^'

spherical function on Gl   (F), where zpQ    is the restriction of if/0 to K    .
'v. i

Now let </rn be the character of A which extends if/0 and is trivial on D.   De-

note by D     the group of all quasi (e.g., complex-valued, not necessarily unitary)

characters of D.   Then D     is a complex torus of dimension n.   The map y: if/ —>

z/zz/fg    defines a homeomorphism from the coset of quasicharacters of A extending

if/çtoD   .   We use it to identify the two, and write Si= ^ytéy so that the spheri-

cal functions are parametrized by D   .We denote an element of D    by A.   We fix

an isomorphism a: Dc —» Cx" by the formula a(X) = (A^), • • •, X(d )) where d.

has diagonal entries all l's, except for n at the /th spot.   Wp, the isotropy group

of if/q, acts on the if/'s, and this action transfers by y and a to D    and C    ".   On

C      ,W p acts by permuting the blocks of factors between a . and /3., for each i

in the decomposition of Mp.

For / £ §0>0), A E DC, we define /(A) = ¡G f(g)lx(g~ l)dg.   The map  ":/-»/

is a linear map from o(if/.) to a space of functions on D   .   Since the  2^ are if/n-

spherical, / —> / is an algebra homomorphism, taking convolution in o(if/Q) and

pointwise multiplication on D     as products.      is called the t/fp-spherical Fourier

transform.

We recall that for an algebra 21, a family if.i of representations is called

sufficient if they separate points of 21—e.g., if (|. ker (7=0.

Theorem 2. (i) The characters of a(if/Q) associated to the spherical functions

S , , for  U(i(/) £ P.S.(ifjç.) form a sufficient set of representations for b(if/Q).   In

fact, they comprise all complex homomorphisms of b(if/Q).

(ii) S(i/f0) is abelian.

(iii)  The if/^.-spherical Fourier transform is an isomorphism of v(if/Q) onto the

subalgebra of a (C(z1, • • • , z  , zT , • • • , z     )) consisting of Wp-invariant func-

tions,   (a   denotes pullback by a.)

(iv) The ip-„-spherical functions are, as functions on D, equal to a function

independent of iß times the product of spherical functions  2   ,... of the algebras

S(«A(o°). *   l

(v) v(if/Q) is naturally isomorphic to the tensor product (&). o(if/^').

Proof,  (iv) is clear from the explicit formula (1) for ¿a which we developed.

This shows then, that if one identifies Dc - U.DU)C, where D(£) = D nGl   (Fp

Mp, the i/fQ-spherical Fourier transform of the element of o(i//n) living on HdH is,

up to a multiple, the same as the product of the i/z^'-spherical Fourier transforms
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of the elements of &(ifj^') living on Kd.K.   Since D ^ II. D1, this establishes (v)

on the Fourier transformed side, and we see (i) is reduced to the case when if/0

is a character, which case, as we remarked above, is equivalent to the case of

trivial i/>0.   But in this case, the first part of (i) has been proved by Bruhat [2],

and is therefore true in general.   From (i), (ii) follows, since  p(f. */7)= p(f7 */, )

lot any character p associated to some   2,, and the completeness of the p's then

gives fl*f2- f2 */i» f°r a^ /p f2 £ S(<A0)'   Similarly from (i), the fact that    is

an isomorphism onto its image follows, so (v) is true, and the whole of (iii) is re-

duced again to the case of trivial if/Q, where it has been established by Satake.

Thus (iii) is true, and from (iii) the second half of (i) follows, and Theorem 2 is

proved.

Remark.  The formula (1) also allows reduction of the computation of the

Plancherel measure to the case of trivial (//„, and this case has been explicitly

worked out by MacDonald [4].
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